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Power Equivalencies of Uarious Engines, Motors,

and Appliancesn in Horsepower (and Watts)

Saturn V rocket: 160,000,000 (120 billion W)1e

Boeing 757: 86,000 (64.1 million W)20

Top fuel dragster: 7,500 (5.6 million W;zt

M1A1 tank: 1,500 (1.1 million W)"

Formula 1 race car: 750 (560,000 W)23

2009 Ferrari F430: 490 (365,000 W)z

1999 Acura 3.2TL sedan: 225 (168,000 W)25

2010 Ford Fusion: 175 (130,000 W)26

1 908 Ford Mod elT: 22 (1 6,000 W)2?

Average home air-conditioning compressor: 5.6 (4,200 W)28

Honda Cub motorbike: 4 (3,000 W)ze

Average lawnmower: 3.5 (2,600 W)30

Dyson vacuum cleaner: 1.68 (1,250 W)31

Toaster: 1.67 (1,250 W)32

Lance Armstrong, pedaling at maximum output: 1.34 (1,000 W)33

Coffeemaker: 1.08 (800 W)34

Cuisinart: 0.16 (1 17 W;ts

Human walking at a brisk pace: 0.14 (106 W)*

2O-inch iMac computer: 0.11 (80 W)3i

Ryobi 318-inch cordless drill battery charger: 0,07 (49 W)3s

60-watt lamp: 0.07 (54 W)3e

Table fan: 0.03 (25 WFo

Recharging an Apple iPhone: 0.0013 (1 Wfl



I between rcm and locm across by vaporis-
ing parts of their surfaces. This would pro-
duce enough thrust to cause the debril to
re-enterthe atmosphere. The proposal sug-
gested a single laser facility would be
enough to remove all junk of this size in
three years.

Another way of slowing junk down,
and thus causing it to burn up in the atmo-
sphere, was proposed this month by Al-
liant Techsystems, a firm based in Minne-
apolis. Alliant suggests building special
satellites enclosed in multiple spheres of
strong, lightweight materials. Debris hit-
ting such a satellite would give up momen-
tum-and thus velocity-with each colli-
sion. As a bonus, many objects large
enough to cause damage would be shat
tered by the collisions into fragments too
small to cause serious harm.

However, many space agencies are con-
sidering a third option: robotmissions that
would dock with dead satellites and fire
rockets either to boost them into ,,grave-

yarq" orbits or to deorbit them completely,
so they crashed into the sea.Jer-Chyi Liou,
an expert on orbital debris at NASA, esti-
mates that if such a mission started in
zo2o, and removed the five objects most
likely to create future debris, it would more
or less solve the space-junk problem.

Aknock-outblow?
nsa is thinking about this sort of solution,
too. It is the owner of what has-perhaps
unfairly-been termed "possibly the most
dangerous piece of space debris" by a re-
cent article in SpaceNews. The debris in
question is E:rwisat,one of the largest Earth-
observation satellites yet built. At the mo-
ment it is still working, but when its fuel
runs out, sometime between 2015 and
2018, it will become a giant piece of junk-
one that will remain in a crowded orbit for
15o years. Or not. For even conservative es-
timates suggest there is one chance in four
that it will be destroyed in a collision dur-
ingthatperiod.

On the face of things, all this consider-
ation of the problemis good. But this being
space, where matters military are never far
from the minds of those who think about
it, there remains a serious question.

Satellites are crucial to modern warfare.
They spy on battlefields and on even the
peaceful activities of enemies, rivals and
questionable allies. They provide commu-
nication links. Knocking them out-as the
Chinese practised with Fengyttn-tc-
would be a useful military trick.

Any programme designed to remove
satellites from orbit thus makes military
types from other countries nervous. Some
people, Mr Weeden among them, argue
that such fears can be overcome if there is
international co-operation over exactly
which objects are removed and who is do-
ing what. It would certainly be in every-
one's interest to do so. m

Energy conservation

Watts up?

People habitually underestimate their
energyconsumption

ETNVIRONMENTAT asceticism has
I-rcreated a vogue for upgrading light
bulbs and tweaking thermostats. But ac-
cording to a new piece of research, many
of these actions-however virtuous-arise
from faulty perceptions of energy savings.

Shahzeen Attari of Columbia Universi-
ty and her colleagues used Craigslist, an
online marketplace, to recruit 5o5 volun-
teers from across America. Each was asked
to estimate the energy consumption of
nine household devices (such as stereos
and air conditioners) as well as the energy
savings incurred by six green activities
(like swapping incandescent bulbs for flu-
orescent ones). The researchers then com-
pared the volunteers' estimates with the
actual energy requirements or savings in
question.

Their results, published this week in the
Proceedings of theNational Academyof Sci-
ences, suggest that although people do
grasp basic energy trends, they are decid-
edly hazy on the details. On average, par-
ticipants underestimated both energy use
and energy savings by a factor of 2.8-
mostly because they undervalued the re-
quirements of large machines like heaters
and clothes dryers. As a result, they failed
to recognise the huge energy savings that
can come from improving the efficiency of
such appliances.

Miscalculations like these hinder con-
servation efforts. When asked to rank the
single most effective way to save energy,
participants typically endorsed activities
with small savings, such as turning off
lights, while ignoring what they could eco-

nomise on larger devices. This suggests
that people misallocate their efforts, fret
ting over an unattended lamp (at roo
watls) while neglecting the energy they
could save by nudging their washer set-
tings from "hot" to "warm" (4,ooo watt-
hours for each load of laundry).

A quirk of human psychology could
help to explain these persistent underesti-
mates. When calculating such things, peo-
ple often adopt a familiar unit as a mental
yardstick and then generate predictions
based on that unit. As a side-effect, their es-
timates cluster too closely around the yard-
stick measure-a phenomenon called "an-
choring".In Dr Attari's study, for example,
the survey provided a reference measure
by stating the amount of energy used by a
standard light bulb. Participants may have
responded by unconsciously anchoring
their estimates to this value, compressing
their predictions into the relatively low
range of an incandescent bulb.

This suggests an obvious criticism: by
providing the light-bulb figure, the re-
searchers primed their subjects to underes-
timate energy consumption. But the au-
thors argue that rather than introducing a
methodological flaw they simply ac-
knowledged a shared point of reference.
When it comes to an accessible, quantita-
tive measure of energy, consumers are
uniquely familiar with the loow bulb. As
a result, Dr Attari expects bulbs to exert an
anchoring effect on the general population
as well as on her volunteers, contributing
to widespread underestimates of the ener-
gy demands of large appliances.

Fortunately, increased information
seems to combat such miscalculations.In
the study those who were better at maths
made more accurate predictions, as did
those with broadly pro-environmental at-
titudes. Ways of making energy consump-
tion clearer, such as devices that constantly
monitor household appliances, could
therefore help people make better deci-
sions about how to save energy. ffi
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